MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Receive the Benefits of ARNA Membership

- Join an ARNA Operations/Working Group or ARNA Action Research Community (ARC).
- Network with colleagues at the annual conference and publish your research in the annual Conference Proceedings.
- Help us all advocate for action research as a force to inform and effect policy changes throughout the Americas and around the world.
- Share your action research with others throughout the western hemisphere and around the globe.
- Include your contact information in the ARNA member directory so other action researchers may contact you.
- Link your own blog/website to the ARNA members page.

Becoming a Member is quick, easy, and affordable!

- US $50 provides full member benefits.
- US $25 membership available to Latin American members and students, including those renewing a one year free student membership.
- One low conference fee covers membership and conference attendance.
- Special opportunity for current members who teach action research courses: Enroll your students for a one-year free student membership!

Sponsor ARNA

As an institution you have the opportunity to sponsor ARNA and help out your employees (to become members or attend the conference) in several ways:

**Institutional Member: $750**
- 5 Paid Individual Memberships
- Institutional Logo displayed prominently on the ARNA website
- Institutional website linked to the ARNA website

**2018 Conference Sponsor: $750**
- 1 Paid Conference Registration
- Institutional Logo on Conference Materials, and played in slide presentation throughout the conference
- Institutional Logo Displayed on ARNA website (with active web link to Institutional Website) throughout the conference
- Institutional Logo will appear in conference proceedings published online

**Both--Institutional + Conference for $1,200, including ALL of the above benefits**

Learn more and sign up online at www.arnawebsite.org

www.arnawebsite.org

ARNA 2017 Conference: Cartagena, Colombia
Join Us! ARNA memberships can be established conveniently online at: www.arnaconnect.org
You also can join during the conference by filling out your membership and making payment by cash or check at the Registration Table.

2018 CONFERENCE
June 28 - 30, 2018
University of California, San Diego
La Jolla, CA
Knowledge Mobilization for Equitable and Peaceful Social Progress
2012 – San Diego, CA, USA: Conversations begin around the founding of an Action Research Network of the Americas.

- Jean McNiff delivers ARNA’s first keynote address on conference theme “Invention and Reinvention of Knowledge”
- ARNA Mission, Values, and Vision Statement approved in English, Spanish, French, and Portuguese
- ARNA website debuts at www.arnaconnect.org

2014 – Bethlehem, PA, USA: Action Research, So What?
- First joint ARNA/CARN Study Day participants visit teacher action researchers in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and New York City
- César Osorio Sánchez of the National Pedagogical University of Colombia delivers the Spanish language keynote address “Participatory Action Research, Senses, and Sources of Historic Memory” with simultaneous English translation
- ARNA’s tradition of an annual report begins

2015 – Toronto, ON, CANADA: Joint Action - Learning with and from One Another
- ARNA/CARN Study Day at the University of Toronto’s Dr. Eric Jackman Institute of Child Study
- UNESCO Co-Chair in Community Based Research and Social Responsibility in Higher Education Budd Hall addresses the importance of knowledge democracy, cognitive justice, and the re-emergence of a new architecture of knowledge
- Cathy Griffin, Liz Campbell and Jackie Delong lead a virtual Town Hall Session, inviting action researchers from around the globe
- ARNA’s annual peer-reviewed Proceedings debut

2016 – Knoxville, TN, USA: Making a Difference—Action Research for a Change
- National Writing Project Radio Profiles ARNA
- ARNA/CARN Study Day at the Highlander Research and Education Center
- ARNA Constitution drafted at Highlander Leadership Retreat
- Pecha Kucha presentation format debuts
- ARNA garners record 17 institutional and conference sponsors, including publishers Taylor & Francis, Palgrave Macmillan, and Social Publishers Foundation

2016 – ARNA leads first CARN pre-conference workshop in Lincoln, England titled “Building Trust in Action Research”

2016 – Palgrave International Handbook of Action Research, edited by ARNA network initiators, published

2017 – Cartagena, COLOMBIA: Participation and Democratization of Knowledge: New Convergences for Reconciliation
- Conference co-organized by ARNA and the National University of Colombia
- ARNA/CARN Study Day on Early Childhood Education in Colombia
- First Global Assembly for Knowledge Democracy
- Keynote speakers include: Boaventura de Sousa Santos (Portugal); Steven Kemmis (Australia); Michelle Fine (USA) and others, including participatory action research leaders and scholars from Colombia, Brazil, and other Latin American countries
- Multi-lingual gathering, with live translations in English, Spanish, Portuguese, and French
- Special events to honor the life and work of Orlando Fals Borda, Colombian sociologist and pioneer in participatory action research, and to celebrate the 40th Anniversary of the First World Symposium of Action Research, held in Cartagena and organized by Fals Borda and his colleagues.